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从后视镜中看麦克卢汉的媒体研究
———凹镜、螺线与人文训练
艾琳娜·兰博迪

摘

要： 本文从麦克卢汉坚实的人文修养角度进入他的媒体研究。早在 1930 年代末，麦克卢汉在剑桥大学做博士期间

便已经进入传统的语法、逻辑、修辞三文科课程，同时也注意到了一战后最为前卫的先锋派艺术的成就。几年后，麦克卢
汉成为多伦多大学年轻的英文教授，开始将“艺术分析的方法”运用到“对社会的批评性评估”上，希望能在“集体的公共
心智中”激发出“光”而非“热”。在文化与社会急速变化的当时，他回应新旧技术环境的独创方法引起了许多艺术家和
学者的关注。不久，他自己的方法对艺术家来说要么是一种个案研究，要么就是一种理论范式，就像昆延·菲里奥和索
若·埃特劳格之间的差异那样。本文试图追溯麦克卢汉的理论原点，探讨它在 1960—1970 年代一些独创性的艺术实验
中的作用，并进而讨论人文思想在复杂的媒体现实中所能起到的作用。
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Ｒetrieving McLuhan's Humanistic Background
This year the world celebrates fifties years from the publication of Marshall McLuhan's by now classic book
on media，Understanding Media． The Extensions of Man，published two years after The Gutenberg Galaxy，that
book consolidated McLuhan's fame as a ‘media guru ’ and launched him on the international scenario．
Certainly，that book introduced a new approach to the study of media and changed the history of media studies
across the world； however，to a careful reader，that book will also resonate with literary，artistic，and
philosophical references，as all McLuhan's investigations on media are deeply rooted in the ancient humanistic
tradition of the western world． It is therefore important to re-read McLuhan's explorations in communication in
relation to that fundamental component of his own knowledge．
As a matter of fact，in the western world，Marshall McLuhan has been defined in many ways，depending
on local scholarly traditions，and on lasting biases associated to the reception of his provocative‘slogans’（ the
medium is the message； the global village） ． Wikipedia is there to prove it． For instance，the English pages of
the online “free Encyclopaedia”label him as ‘a Canadian Philosopher of communication theory’，while the
Italian ones introduce him simply as a “Canadian sociologist”． Confirming the cultural cliché that defines the
German language as one of the most precise，the Wikipedia German entry for Marshall McLuhan is among
those listing a longer series of interpretive variables： “Herbert Marshall McLuhan was a Canadian Philosopher，
a Humanist （ or，better，‘scholar of the human spirit’） ，a Professor of English Literature，a Ｒhetorician and
a Communication Theorist”． The only‘missing variable’is here‘artist’，a term for which Marshall McLuhan
gave an amazing definition in his by now classic book Understanding Media，first published fifty years ago：
The artist is the man in any field，scientific or humanistic，who grasps the implications of his
action and of new knowledge in his own time． He is the man of integral awareness． （ 95）
Nonetheless，I am very fond of the German list of variables because it includes the reference to McLuhan's
interest in rhetoric and introduces him as a Humanist； it retrieves the scholarly background that made the
writing of volumes such as Understanding Media possible．
McLuhan was，in fact，trained as a humanist： in the 1930s，while at Cambridge University，he wrote his
PhD dissertation on the English Ｒenaissance，offering a deep analysis of the liberal arts of the trivium
（ grammar，rhetoric，dialectics） ； in later years，he retrieved that ancient learning as a key to understand the
new media grammar of his own actuality，what critics would define as the ‘mass society’or even ‘the massmedia society’． As a witty grammarian，McLuhan developed and interest in media which derived from the
need to fully understand the impact that evolving technological，cultural，and sociological processes were
having on us humans． Freedom，independence，and free will result from knowledge and understanding of what
is really going on around us，as he clearly assumes in the introduction to his first published book，The
Mechanical Bride （ 1951） ，where he writes：
Ours is the first age in which many thousands of the best-trained individual minds have made it
a full time business to get inside the collective public mind． To get inside in order to manipulate，
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exploit，control is the object now． And to generate heat not light is the intention． To keep everybody
in the helpless state engendered by prolonged mental rutting is the effect of many ads and much
entertainment alike． （ v-vi）
As an ‘engaged humanist’，McLuhan wrote his first book to reverse that process and awaken his readers
therefore revealing the uncanny effects of new forms of communication； he played with the pop imagery of his
time，and especially with images coming from the world of advertisement，to elaborate a cultural antidote
deeply rooted in old and new artistic explorations：
A film expert，speaking of the value of the movie medium for selling North to South America，
noted that： “the propaganda value of simultaneous audiovisual impression is very high，for it
standardises thought by supplying the spectator with a ready-made visual image before he has time to
conjure up an interpretation of his own． ”
This book reverses that process by providing typical visual imagery of our environment and
dislocating it into meaning by inspection． Where visual symbols have been employed in an effort to
paralyze the mind，they are here used as a means of energising it． （ The Mechanical Bride v-vi）
The new investigative technique employed by McLuhan in The Mechanical Bride originated in his passion and
interest for language，the humanistic tradition，the visual arts and modernist avant-garde achievements．

From the Ancient Tradition to Avant-Garde Experiments
At Cambridge，the study of contemporary English literature allowed McLuhan to understand and work out
the probing potentialities of innovative poetic strategies； it changed once and forever not only his approach to
literature and the arts，but also his understanding of his own responsibilities as a man of letters now inhabiting
an evolving technological world． In this sense，Cambridge was a shock：
After a conventional and devoted initiation to poetry as a romantic rebellion against mechanical
industry and bureaucratic stupidity，Cambridge was a shock． Ｒichards，Leavis，Eliot and Pound and
Joyce in a few weeks opened the doors of perception on the poetic process，and its role in adjusting
the reader to the contemporary world． My study of media began and remains rooted in the work of
these men． （ Foreword to The Interior Landscape，xiii-xiv）
The poetic process — literature，the arts，creative thinking — is McLuhan's preferred strategy for ‘adjusting
the reader to the contemporary world’． It is therefore not by chance that in 1963，he called his new research
centre at the University of Toronto ‘Centre for Culture and Technology ’，unequivocally linking the two
cultures，the humanistic and the scientific，into a unique educational project．
That came about 30 years after Cambridge； it was the fulfilment of McLuhan's life-long project as a new
type of scholar． In fact，as a Professor of English and a Modernist scholar，he was among the first to
investigate the link existing between avant-garde explorations and new media environments，by so doing irritating
many high-brow academics． But he was passionate about writers such as Joyce，Pound，Ford，and，Eliot，or
artists such as Wyndham Lewis who were probing change through their works： these artists dismissed the
mechanical line for the electric circle，moving from Gutenberg to Marconi，from linear to acoustic space． He
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realised that their formal experiments mirrored the new mediascapes of their time：
It is strange that the popular press as an art form has often attracted the enthusiastic attention of
poets and aesthetes while rousing the gloomiest apprehension in the academic mind． （ The Interior
Landscape，5）
McLuhan acted in their wake． Since his years at Cambridge，McLuhan was on a mission； by his own
admission，he was ready to overthrow his time ‘debased scholasticism ［． ． ． ］ with the maximum amount of
noise’． It was his declaration of war to an old educational dictum，to an old educational environment． From
that moment，for McLuhan the whole world and not the classroom was the place where to go to learn what was
going on． The jumping off hypothesis was this： there was much more information and knowledge outside the
classroom than inside，an idea that McLuhan retrieved years later，when writing his ‘educational book’，City
As Classroom，in collaboration with Eric McLuhan and Kathy Hutchon． He did go out and challenged the
world； however， all his media explorations remained rooted in his literary studies． McLuhan's real
‘revolution’as a scholars came not just through his observations on media，but mostly by the methodology of
investigation that he created that，paradoxically，retrieved an ancient tradition to probe the world of media and
high tech． The avant-garde movements helped him to bridge the two realities．
After The Mechanical Bride，Counterblast： 1954 Facsimile was，in fact，McLuhan's war manifesto，
blasting and blessing cultural and environmental situations，offering a first rendering of ‘Media Log’，making
use of poetry and art as underpinning texts to critically approach society． Counterblast： 1954 Facsimile is more
than a witty mimicking of Wyndham Lewis's vorticist style； it shows us the making of McLuhan's new form，the
mosaic，capable to arrest the media vortex and render it‘visible’． A form that became an accomplished fact a
few years later，as McLuhan presents it as the objective correlative to his operative approach at the very
beginning of his 1962 volume，The Gutenberg Galaxy：
The Gutenberg Galaxy develops a mosaic or field approach to its problems． Such a mosaic
image of numerous data and quotations in evidence offers the only practical means of revealing causal
operations in history． （ 7）
Through his mosaic，McLuhan was able to apply “the method of art analysis to the critical evaluation of
society”（ The Mechanical Bride，v-vi） ． As an original form of writing，the mosaic mirrors McLuhan's unique
frame of mind as a media explorer． The mosaic is McLuhan's operative and probing tool： a juxtaposing form
merging literature，the arts and media，retrieving Francis Bacon's use of ‘aphorisms’and anticipating the
（ inclusive and juxtaposing ） semantic of the electric age． McLuhan's idea of mosaic develops from a
technological metaphor： the probe，a flexible object through which we can carry out explorations not only
outside but also inside different bodies． As a consequences，pages written around probes incorporate readers
into the text's landscape．
McLuhan continued to elaborate on the probe as the core element of his mosaic，as well as of his form of
communication． In some of his books，the probe is formally conceived as a ‘pun ’，a witty ‘caption ’
challenging and provoking his readers，as in The Mechanical Bride，The Gutenberg Galaxy or a less known
volume such as Take Today： The Executive as a Dropout． In other volumes，the paratactic juxtaposition of the
various probes is developed not only through a witty use of language，but also through drawings，images，
headlines and photographs； hence，McLuhan's mosaic not only combines different registers，but also borrows
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from different communicative modes． The visual effect reminds us of a either a cubist or a Dadaist montage
which turns the reader on to a simultaneous awareness of various vanishing points． It was McLuhan's antidote to
the ‘rear view mirror’syndrome： we look at the present through the past because an environment becomes
fully visible only when a new one is already blooming． McLuhan's mosaic aims at awakening our perception so
to look forward not backward．
The mosaic is therefore a dynamic form translating McLuhan's ‘mobile point of view’which shocked the
academy but，as it is often the case，pleased the artistic scene． McLuhan's verbal discontinuity and acoustic
writing attracted the attention of new artists of his time； in turn，as said，its mosaic owned a great deal to
previous artistic experiments． We could in fact say that the mosaic acted as a shuttle shifting old avant-garde
experiments into new artistic explorations： from Wyndham Lewis to Quentin Fiore，from Dada to Sorel Etrog．

From Wyndham Lewis's Vorticism to Sorel Etrog's New Dadaism
Within the visual arts，Wyndham Lewis's Vorticism attracted McLuhan's curiosity during his time at
Cambridge； a curiosity that he could further explore in his conversations and correspondence with the Canadian
born artist，after they met in 1943． At the time，Lewis lived in Toronto，taught in Windsor，and considered
himself as a war prisoner，as he was forced there by WWII． He did not like Toronto and blasted the city in his
semi-autobiographical novel，Self Condemned （ 1954） ． It would take too long to discuss Lewis's blasting of
Toronto in that novel． In our context，it is perhaps more useful to focus on McLuhan's interest for Lewis's
poetics and avant-garde experiments． Lewis's vortexes，his spatial philosophy，which considers art as “that
experience of arrest in which we pause before a particular thing ”，offered McLuhan a conceptual form of
writing，anticipating his mosaic： it was，in fact，conceived as a juxtaposition of pauses or intervals in turn
blasting the numbing acceptance of actuality．
As a matter of fact，in Time and Western Man，Lewis introduces his original aesthetic in terms of a new
spatial philosophy． A ‘philosophy of the eye’which ‘attaches itself to that concrete and radiant reality of the
optic sense’（ Lewis，392） but which is not conceived as a return to previous mechanical approaches to space；
instead it is conceived in an effort to retrieve a lost sensory balance induced by an excessive emphasis over
time． Lewis blasted Bergsonism as the main cause for corporate hypnosis． By privileging intensity over
extension，Bergson's time philosophy relied exclusively on the sensa world which Lewis defines as the‘world of
the Unconscious or automatic in the sense’．
Therefore，Lewis's vortex is not conceived as a Flux，but as a dynamic，progressive，moving image
related to time but also containing a stable point，the spatial element from which its energy spirals originate． In
Lewis's aesthetic principle，it is the grotesque rendering that triggers the revelation simply by overthrowing
ground and figure relations； similarly，in McLuhan's The Mechanical Bride it is the distorted perspective that
recreates reality and offers new insight on and through ‘typical visual imagery of our environment ’（ The
Mechanical Bride，v-vi） ．
Vorticist art retrieves extension over intensity and recreates the ground that reassesses all figures． Once he
adventured out of the classroom，McLuhan borrowed that concept to explore his own planet that he presented as
a man-made artefact． He tested it in his first books，The Mechanical Bride，as well as Counterblasts： 1954
Facsimile； his strategy there is to arrest the numbing flux by pausing before a series of specific mass icons and
mass experiences that represent either the Folklore of Industrial Man or the Media Log of his time，and which
McLuhan vivisects and juxtaposes in his mosaic-like form of writing． Contrary to Lewis，though，McLuhan did
not wear the mask of the enemy； instead，he considered humor and not bitter sarcasm as a more appropriate
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strategy to pursue his operative project． He ‘played’with his material and did not‘condemned’，nor did he
take side，because he resisted putting moral biases on new media situations． In addition，a playful attitude
brought him to see more because，as he used to repeat： “at play man uses all his faculties，at work he
specializes”（ McLuhan，“The Art of Wychwood Park”34） ．
Following some Modernist avant-garde aesthetic，McLuhan's mosaic is therefore developed as an open and
witty form of writing where space and time are collapsed，chronology is obsolete and the whole world can be
rendered at once． Inevitably，not only his media explorations but his mode of exploration attracted the attention
of a series of visual artists of his time． Quentin Fiore （ The Medium is the Massage，1968） ，Harley Parker
（ Counterblast，1969； Through the Vanishing Point： Space in Poetry and Paining，1969 ） are perhaps the
most famous among those who collaborated with him． However，of particular interest is his collaboration with
a less known visual artist named Sorel Etrog，a European emigrated to Canada who in 1975 produced his film
‘Spiral’ where，in McLuhan's words，“the ubiquitous and moving centre intensifies awareness of the
fragility and transience of existence． ［． ． ． ］ Spiral presents many labyrinths and portrait of the human
cognitive processes． ［． ． ． ］ Everywhere in Spiral there is visually portrait the labyrinth of the creative
process． ”
As an artist，Etrog grew in the wake of “The Dada Circus”（ his definition） ； his work stands between
historical avant-garde of the early 20 th century，and the artistic trends of the late 1960s． As Tzara recalled：
“The beginning of Dada were not the beginning of art but of disgust”（ Ｒubin，12 ） ． Consistently，Etrog
embraced Dada's so called ‘anti-art principle’as a key to rebel against “the inconsistency of conventional
beliefs”． Just like Dada before，Etrog，too，“assailed the artistic and intellectual habits of mind of the public
and in the process altered consciousness”． This is something that also McLuhan did． His task as an ‘artist’
and an intellectual was to alert his audience to the on-going environmental change，to enlighten on the long
term side effects that change could have on the human sensorium． Therefore， McLuhan found Etrog's
explorations interesting for many reasons： they were rooted in the modernist avant-garde he loved so much；
they explored different perceptive modes； they investigated form as a tool to make you see，feel and hear in a
renewed way．
The two men met in Toronto，where McLuhan accepted to screen Etrog's film Spiral，in 1975 at the
Centre of Culture and Technology． It was McLuhan who suggested that Etrog selected “stills from the film so
that he could provide an annotation to those images — a free form text of quotations from various writers — as
well as a commentary ”． The book was published posthumously，but it stays as a memento to a unique
collaboration between two lucid visionaries． In that book，McLuhan embraced Sorel definition of ‘spiral’as a
key to his own work and as a strategy to dive into a multidimensional perceptive dimension： “The Spiral is a
single continuous line that creates within itself the parallel that exists conventionally between two lines．
Therefore，you can have on this single line moments in time and space that signify the past，the present，and
the future — and these moments occur in this unique situation as parallel． Time and space are collapsed．
Chronology is obsolete． ”（ Etrog and McLuhan，123） ．
Also McLuhan's own artistic-like explorations as a man of letter and a humanist made chronology obsolete
and merged time and space，as well as past，present and future． By so doing，they became a threshold
bridging old and new artistic poetics and images： from vortexes to spirals to cages，but always with the will to
set the reader at the centre of the revolving picture created by the mechanical agencies dominating our‘modern
times’： the press，radio，movies and advertising．
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Literature Matters
Given the above，to retrieve McLuhan's literary roots becomes important not simply to celebrate his work
tout court，but to prove that literature matters and that humanistic thinking and practices cannot but play a
pivotal role wherein our multimedia environment． It does not mean to praise literature against new media，nor
to foster a battle between those who read traditional books and those who do not； instead，it is a way to make
a broader audience aware of the fact that at time of great change，McLuhan could find strategies to cope with
all what was new by making use of ancient knowledge and new avant-garde experiments． As a Professor of
English，he acted at the forefront of new environmental challenges by using literature and the humanistic
tradition in a mode functional to grasp the hidden implications of that very change．
Literature and the humanities were therefore perceived as a strategy to map environmental processes． This
means that McLuhan did not consider literature as a subject to teach． He‘used’literature as a probing tool to
open up people's mind and to make us all see，hear and feel what was going on in an effective way． By so
doing，he also contributed to reconsider the ideas of learning and education． No matter how shocking that was，
no matter if we like it or not，today we cannot but acknowledge that he brought the University and the broader
society together well before the revolutions of the Sixties challenged the idea of the university as a well
protected ivory tower．
From the Mechanical Bride，through Understanding Media，up to Laws of Media，Marshall McLuhan used
his verbo-vocal-visual mosaic to alert us to changes as society moved from literacy to post-literacy，from
mechanical specialization to electric wholeness． All investigations that approach McLuhan's world of discovery of
old and new media must start from a renewed consciousness of his interior （ humanistic） landscape． At his core，
McLuhan was a humanist who disclosed new cognitive spaces through the retrieval of ancient educational dicta
now applied to the ‘magic’world of electricity． Certainly，what he said is important； but how he said it and how
he came to elaborate his original form of communication is a more important，consistent，and pervasive legacy． It is
a legacy which playfully reminds us that all our explorations are but‘works in progress，
’approximations‘valid
for a certain range of phenomena’： ‘I don’t necessarily agree with everything I say，
’he used to repeat．
To retrieve McLuhan's ‘how’legacy，also means to retrieve the heuristic potentialities embedded in his
Laws of Media，a book posthumously published and co-authored with his son Eric． That book shows us how to
participate in a process consciously． It reminds us that storytelling is a powerful strategy for exploring and
rendering a world in progress，that pen and words are mightier than the sword． In the new millennium，I do not
think that this is just a revised cliché． I think that this saying stands at the core of a universal learning archetype．
Communication through language is what makes us unique and we all tell stories to process our reality．
It is not by chance that McLuhan's laws of media do not rely upon an underpinning theory； they rely on
people． His probing model，the so called “tetrad”retrieves the evocative power of words． By asking four
simple questions，the tetrad offers an easy-made model of investigation which brings into the foreground the
intrinsic narrative of each explored medium：
What does a medium enhance or intensify？
What does it render obsolete or displace？
What does it retrieve that was previously obsolesced？
What does it produce or become when pressed to an

ENH
— medium
ＲET

ＲEV
—
OBS

extreme？ （ McLuhan and McLuhan，Laws of Media，7）
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McLuhan's Tetrad enhances both observation and the rendering of observations through storytelling． It
encourages us to pay attention to ‘words’ as container of meaning and experiences，as per the ancient
humanistic tradition which saw language as a powerful tool to both contain，experience and mould reality：
Words are complex systems of metaphors and symbols that translate experience into our uttered
or outered senses． They are a technology of explicitness． By means of translation of immediate sense
experience into vocal symbols，the entire world can be evoked and retrieved at any instant．
（ McLuhan，85）
Through his uncanny storytelling，McLuhan showed us how to use words in original ways and，therefore，how
to think out of the box，how to become counter-environments to our own environments so to detect what is in
fact going on． This is what the humanities should still teach us，this is why humanistic knowledge and
practices are still crucial to our university systems and multimedia society： they can keep us on alert to
change． Through creative thinking we can still enter the uneasy but amusing vortex of exploration ourselves．
We can still take control over complexity and refuse that others explore and pre-digest change for us； through
words，we can，in fact，understand both media，our mediascapes and ourselves．
Ford Madox Ford，McLuhan's most neglected modernist master，warned us all when he wrote that：
［． ． ． ］what humanity desires，passionately and almost before all other things，is a creed． It
craves for accepted ideas； it longs more for a mind at rest ［． ． ． ］ All questions have become so
exceedingly complicated，there is so little opening for moral fervour that the tendency of the great
public is more and more to leave all public matters in the hands of a comparatively few specialists．
（ Ford，113-14）
Since his years at Cambridge University，McLuhan's mind was never at rest； certainly，he did not delegate his
public explorations to a ‘few specialists． ’He knew，as did Ford Madox Ford and all other imaginative
writers，that‘nothing is more trouble than to look things in the face． ’But，McLuhan did not hesitate，and he
pursued his search all through his life． He worked out an operative tool to help us to do the same． After all，
Ford's lesson was clear： ‘The word “author”means someone who adds to your consciousness． ’And if the
author is us，it is us and not just a few specialists who add constantly to our own consciousness．
Fifty years ago，through books like The Gutenberg Galaxy and Understanding Media a Canadian Professor
of English caused a sensation simply by telling a beautiful story： ‘literature’，he wrote，‘is not a subject，but
a function inseparable from our communal existence’． Once he uttered that，he also acted in compliance with
that idea． Look at what a single man was able to trigger simply by ． ． ． applying Joyce，Ford Madox Ford，
Edgar Alan Poe and others to the study of technology and media． Imagine what we could achieve by applying
McLuhan for instance through his tetrad to the study of our evolving mediascapes． That is，by applying a
different forma mentis，a different attitude to change，reality and technology： no preconceived ideas，no ‘two
cultures’but a playful probing attitude to all what puzzles us．
Inevitably，here is an invitation addressed to all scholars，politicians，educators，as well as to us all，in
the western and in the eastern worlds： do not abandon programs in literary studies，or in the humanities．
Instead，turn them into the corpus callosum，the interface between all fields of knowledge． Bring the tetrads，
its underpinning humanistic tradition and storytelling inside the hard sciences，inside the social sciences and
all other fields of knowledge and use them to create a new idea of University for the new millennium capable of
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making learning truly resonate． Apply Joyce，Ford and McLuhan to the discovery of our dynamic and
archetypical planet Earth．
What an intriguing story to write and to tell that would be．
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